
 

Avengers: Ultron - 2er Set - Pokerdeck

Interactive Lighting System
A brand new lighting system that lights up fully in three stages. Including a
"breathing" feature that makes the deck come to life...

A New Age Begins...
Inspired by the blockbuster film Avengers: Age of Ultron, this deck features a
meticulously tailored armor in red, and silver color scheme with foiling.

No Strings On Me...
Every curve and contour of the box has been meticulously sculpted to capture
Ultron's dynamic designs, as he prepares his ultimate plan for our extinction.

Peace in our Time...
You have the power to illuminate this light with an interactive 3 Stage Lighting.
One fully opened, the light will enter the "Breathing" mode where the machine
comes to life...

Dual Design Features
Introducing a dual design that suits whatever the occasion is! A sleek black
border for style or a vibrant hot red border for some flares!

I had a Vision
Introducing the duality between Ultron and Vision. Both created as an A.I., but
one with the urge to wipe out the entire human race.

Next-Gen PVC Material
Taking your playing card experience to the next level. Your ideal choice of long-
lasting plastic playing cards!

Main Features:
- Celebrating the 60th Anniversary of Marvel's Avengers with a brand new design
that holds 2 decks in 1 tuck case.
- Included in the box: 1x PVC Deck & 1x Paper Deck.
- Innovative Opening/Closing System that Triggers the Suit's LED.
- LED panel lights up in RED with 3 Stages of Interactive Lighting.
- One-of-a-kind Tuck Case featuring elements from the blockbuster film Marvel
Studios' Avengers: Age of Ultron.
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- Officially licensed by Disney with Anti-counterfeit Hologram Label.
- Featuring finely tailored RED, and SILVER Hot Foils.
- LED Lights last more than 100,000 Seconds. With a fully upgraded easy battery-
replacement system. Batteries Included.
- Printed by the Taiwan Playing Card Company with their Legendary Finish.
Made for professionals with casino quality.
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